New Mobility Cultures & Policies

Multi-sectorial trends and drivers shaping the
future of European transport
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INTRODUCTION

REBALANCE is an open deliberative forward-looking exercise aiming at conception and
validation of a new transport paradigm reflecting a new mobility culture. The exercise
pushes for a more effective ponderation of the emerging social values not yet fully
considered in transport policymaking, and a better alignment with the SDGs and the
mounting concerns about climate change.
REBALANCE moves from the assumption that the mobility culture that currently prevails
in the world (including Europe) has led to unsustainable travel patterns, in social and
environmental terms. From a critical review of the present (see deliverables D3.2 and
D3.3) also in the light of the recent COV19 pandemic, REBALANCE is building a vision
over the future and the roadmap to achieve it, which will be embedded in a Manifesto
with the aim to stimulate European policymakers to adapt concrete legal and political
measures while moving the wider European communities towards a radical change.
This Deliverable reports on the initial steps of the REBALANCE scenario building process.
Figure 1 shows the overall sequence of this process, which - in line with the mainstream
foresight methodologies - starts with horizon scanning and ends with the narratives of
the REBALANCE scenarios. D4.1 deals with the first three steps.

Figure 1 - The scenario building process
A variety of foresight studies have been carried out in recent years to explore the future
dynamics of transport and mobility1, including the on-going EEA study on urban mobility
at 20502 . Many of these projects focus primarily on the future of technologies, or on
specific transport sectors. The original focus of REBALANCE, on the other hand, entails
a novel and deeper attention to the cultural and value-based factors that play a role in
collective and individual mobility choices and orientations, notably including modal
1

See for instance:
Home - Intend Project (intend-project.eu)
file:///C:/Users/ADMINI~1/AppData/Local/Temp/Future-Transport-UK.pdf
https://www.izt.de/en/topics/view/project/global_foresight_transport_under2/
https://www.mobility4eu.eu/
https://www.adlittle.com/en/insights/report/future-mobility-post-covid
http://www.mind-sets.eu/
https://home.kpmg/uk/en/home/campaigns/2019/09/mobility-2030-future-of-mobility.html
https://www.waterborne.eu/projects/coordination-projects/steerer/
2
‘European urban mobility 2050: A horizon scanning project’ - Foresight on Demand consortium
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choices and travel behaviours on the demand side, and the planning of infrastructure
and innovative services on the supply side.
This has prompted the development of an additional step, to bridge the “traditional”
exploration of trends and weak signals that drive mobility choices with the identification
of cultural and value-based factors that reflect the deeper roots behind such trends and
signals.
Accordingly, the critical uncertainties that will be prioritised in the next steps - when
devising a meaningful framework for scenario building - will be selected among drivers
that explicitly point to basic values and cultural tenets behind mobility choices and
orientations.
The following chapters describe in more detail the methodological approach adopted
for each step and the main findings.
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OVERVIEW OF TRENDS AND WEAK SIGNALS

The scanned sources include:


Recent literature on transport and mobility trends (studies, policy briefs)



Press and media articles



Statements from experts and opinion leaders

A list of the main references is provided in Annex 1.
Although most of the trends and signals emerging from the scanning (ca. 200) could
ultimately bear some degree of relevance for cultural and value-based dynamics, a
shorter set of 30 items was then extracted, for which the cultural and value-based
relevance is considered both direct and highly challenging.
Table 1 below presents the selected trends and weak signals. Many of these originate
in the transport and mobility sector itself, while others illustrate dynamics that are likely
to affect mobility choices but reflect broader phenomena. Trends/signals are grouped
in 6 main categories, each corresponding to a basic dimension of the mobility culture:
 Lifestyles
 Travel habits
 Modal choices
 Vehicles and systems
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 The vision of the city
 Social interactions
These dimensions are not meant to serve as a definite taxonomy of trends and signals,
but rather to help organizing and characterizing them and ensuring that a balanced
variety/diversity is achieved
In addition to the short description provided for each item, the table classifies them
according to the well-known PESTLE framework (Figure 2 below).

Figure 2 - The PESTLE approach

Trends/signals are shown with a “dominant” PESTLE dimension (capital X), along with
“secondary” ones (lower case x), reflecting the often complex interplay between e.g.
policy and economy, technology and environment etc. Overall, the PESTLE coverage is
consistent with the overall focus of REBALANCE, with the Social dimension strongly
represented, followed by the Policy and Legal dimensions.
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TABLE1: Trends and Signal from literature review, press and media
Dimension

Trends and Signals
Urban exodus, younger generations
get away from cities

Polytopic living is accelerating

Flexible remote work is on the rise

Lifestyles
Business and lack of leisure time
become a status symbol
Consumption and shopping patterns
are in continuous evolution
Increasing awareness of the
environmental impact of transport
influences decisions of customers to
buy locally

Travel
habits

Reductions in daily mobility and
long-distance domestic travel are
observed among the young

Description
In addition to an uncontroversial trend towards increasing urbanization on all continents,
there is also a movement back to less urban areas. Driven by the pressure of housing costs
and a surge in homeworking stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic, urban dwellers
(especially the younger generations) are rediscovering the benefits of rural and small town
living as an alternative to the stresses and strains of the modern urban world.
Polytopic living and intensive mobility are societal changes that started a long time ago but
now are notably accelerating. an increasing number of people have two or more residences
due to divorce and joint custody of children, by choice, for work-related or for leisure-related
reasons, which intensifies movements to and from their living places
As accentuated by the pressure to work from home because of COVID-19, employers as well
as employees have gained experience from remote work and will seek for new arrangements
to organize work. There will be more flexibility to work from home or office hotels, to
combine (personal) travel and work, etc., and needs for traditional offices and traditional
commuting will diminish.
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Being busy, living a hectic life conveys the idea that you are indispensable to society
Anything, Anytime, Anywhere – Consumers strive for convenient solutions in all aspects of
their lives. On-line shopping is on the rise, further boosted by the general lockdowns during
the COVID pandemic. These changes in consumer behavior will influence all the actors in the
value chain, including transportation .
Consumers are becoming more aware of the environmental footprint of transport which is
reflected in a change of their consumption habits. The tendency to buy local is a recent
phenomenon, which became much stronger with the COVID pandemic. As a result, people
tend to rely less on global trade, preferring to pay more for clean local products and services.
‘Localism’ is forecast to be a major post-pandemic trend, which might lead to changes or
even disruptions in supply chains in the future.
The increased ‘virtualization’, which is very marked among young people, and there are some
indications that increasing Internet use among young adults is associated with less travel.
Another aspect is the gradual lengthening of the post-adolescent period that is often
associated with limited economic resources potentially restricting travel. However, this
development also implies the postponement of professional and familial obligations, generally
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Dimension

Trends and Signals

Leisure travel remains high-carbon

Leisure travel is booming after the
pandemic

Business travel is in structural
decline

Modal
choices

Usage of bikes as means of
transport is growing significantly
due to the pandemic

Description
meaning less strict time–spatial constraints, potentially promoting the long-distance mobility
of young adults
Key drivers for mass tourism will remain money, time and technology. Even those people
who regularly consume or behave in an environmentally friendly fashion — whether it's what
they buy, whether they recycle or whatever it might be — research has found that they
actually temporarily forget their environmental credentials, and behave like normal tourists.
They do suffer some kind of ecoguilt, but nevertheless they continue to travel, they continue
to fly.
As the worst effects of the COVID-19 pandemic ebb, most indicators point to travel coming
back—with a vengeance—as people look to reconnect, explore new destinations, or revisit
reliable favorites. Many just want to get away from the confines of their homes. A McKinsey
survey reveals traveling to be the second-most-desired activity among respondents (in first
place: dining out).
Companies are expected to keep a tight rein on trips in the coming years, leading to a
“structural” decline of between 15% and 25% through 2025 from before the Covid-19
pandemic. There will be a long-lasting effect from hybrid working and reduced corporate
spending on travel. For the lucrative business-travel segment, the biggest threat comes from
cutbacks in internal meetings — which make up roughly 40% of corporate travel — while
trips to meet customers are more likely to be maintained.
Cycling is gaining momentum in many cities around the world as people are increasingly
looking for greener, healthier modes of transport. Cycle-friendly cities such as Paris,
Amsterdam and Copenhagen continue to invest in their bike-sharing schemes and the
expansion and improvement of their already extensive cycling networks. Sustainable means
of transport will overtake car usage over the next decade, with public transport, cycling and
walking representing a total of 49% of all trips undertaken within cities versus 46% for cars.
Cycling is predicted to enjoy the largest increase as number of car trips decrease.
Covid-19 brought about a dramatic increase in bicycle sales in response to the pandemic.
Heightened anxiety over public transportation and a surge in exercise has meant that more
and more are choosing to use one of the most basic forms of mobility, leading to a so-called
“bike boom”.
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Dimension

Trends and Signals

People is expected to use
(e)scooters more frequently

The use of public transportation is
declining due to the pandemic

The role of the car is changing

Night trains make a comeback
across Europe

Description
Scooter users are spending more time on the vehicles than they were before the pandemic
hit. Tier has seen a 20 per cent global increase in ride duration, trips taken on Voi’s scooters
are almost double as long as pre-Covid (now 18 minutes on average), while Lime says it’s
seeing rides in Europe that are 25 per cent longer on average. Scooter companies are also
reporting more journeys starting and ending in residential areas. This — along with the
longer ride times — suggests that scooters are being used more for utility than for
sightseeing at the moment. A survey by LIME, an electric scooter company, found that a
higher share of people in cities including Berlin, London and Seoul say they expect to use escooters more frequently than before the virus.
Concerns over infection makes people uneasy about using public transport - even after the
world emerges from the coronavirus pandemic, say experts. This means that private car use
could rise, leaving public transportation agencies again fighting against falling ridership – and
increasing the risk that pollution and congestion remain a major problem, particularly in
cities.
There are evidences that show that the need for privately owned modes of transport is being
replaced by a shared mobility culture where cars are seen as tools to be used on as-needed
basis and no longer as property goods to be kept always available. Among younger people,
car ownership is becoming increasingly less important and the number of millennials holding
a driving license is notably dropping down. However, it is not clear whether, once the
younger generations have become adults, the need for independent mobility will prevail over
the environmental sensitivity and consumption styles typical of younger people, or whether
new digital and artificial intelligence solutions will make less attractive or even unnecessary
owned modes of transport.
Night trains are on the rise again. 2021 marks the European Year of Rail and the resurrection
of important new night train connections combined with fresh railway market entrants. In
2022, a new sleeper train will add to a network of planned routes that will link up cities
across Europe, including Prague, Berlin and Amsterdam, Barcelona and Rome. A French
start-up aims to run ‘hotels on rails’ from Paris to 12 cities across Europe, including
Edinburgh, from 2024.
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Dimension

Trends and Signals

New mobility services are on the
rise

Vehicles
and
systems

Electrification, connection and
automation are the priority for
industry players

IoT and V2X play a crucial role in
the transport system

Airline companies become green
concerned

Description
Recent developments such as the Internet of Things (IoT), smart applications, along with
emerging technologies, offer a whole range of new and innovative mobility solutions based
on the sharing economy, to meet the fast-changing lifestyles of Europeans. Traditional
players such as the automotive industry does no longer just produce cars, but also act as
mobility providers, and the public transport companies overstep the boundaries of the
‘traditional’ public transport offer by becoming MaaS actors. New ownership models are seing
the light, such as Vehicle on Demand (VoD), including car rental, car sharing and micro
mobility services and Mobility on Demand (MoD), including demand-responsive transport,
ride hailing and ride sharing .
Industry players are accelerating the speed of automotive technology innovation as they
develop new concepts of electric, connected, autonomous, and shared mobility. The industry
has attracted more than $400 billion in investments over the last decade—with about $100
billion of that coming since the beginning of 2020. All this money targets companies and
start-ups working on electrifying mobility, connecting vehicles, and autonomous driving
technology. Such technology innovations will help reduce EV costs and make electric shared
mobility a real alternative to owning a car.There are signs that electric and shared mobility
need a harmonized urban regulation in order to provide the right incentive to the transition to
electric mobility.
Wireless communications will play a critical role in keeping the entire ecosystem of vehicles,
infrastructure, and pedestrians in sync. Vehicles will increasingly observe what is happening
around them, predict what is about to happen, communicate with each other, and take
proactive safety measures to enhance road safety and reduce the number of accidents and
pollution. IoT and V2X technologies permit the development of integrated transport systems,
remote fleet management, autonomous driving, mobility-as-a-service (MaaS) solutions and
many other smart (inter-)city solutions.
For anyone who needs or wants to travel fast and far, flying is still the way to go. Google
Flights announced it now includes estimated CO2 emissions in flight search results and on
booking pages. In addition to sorting by price or duration, users can now sort by emission,
and if trains are an option on their selected route, Google shows those as well.
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Dimension

Trends and Signals
Towards a ban of domestic flights
where an alternative train route
exists

The city
vision

Towards autonomous train systems
and Nnw generation of high-speed
rail (Maglev and Hyperloop)
Urban space is being reclaimed for
pedestrian and other soft activities
(not only transport)
“Density” is reconsidered as a
robust urban efficiency
criterion/dogma
Citizen are increseingly involved in
urban design, especially residential
neighborhoods
Dystopian cityscapes and mobility
concepts are used as the basis for
urban planning

Social
interaction

Widening inequality gap
Fear/Avoidance of crowded places

Description
In April 2021, French MPs have voted to suspend domestic airline flights on routes that can
be travelled by direct train in less than two and a half hours, as part of a series of climate
and environmental measures. France’s new law will be watched closely by other countries.
Austria’s coalition conservative-green government introduced a €30 tax on airline tickets for
flights of less than 217 miles (350km) last June and a ban on domestic flights that could be
travelled in less than three hours by train.
Companies like Nevomo in Poland and Zeleros in Spain are working towards drastically
reduce travel times between major European cities at zero emissions by developing a hi-tech
maglev rail system and a scalable Hyperloop system respectively.
Reclaiming urban public space, means reclaiming it in every sense, reclaiming the right to
walk, to stroll, to loaf, to sit alone, to hang out with others, to wander, to get lost, to be
visible, to be invisible, to use a toilet, to just be, in all those spaces, at all hours
Compact cities are supposed to be more efficient and ensure better accessibility, but entail
several drawbacks e.g. higher congestion levels, poor air quality in highly populated inner
cities, stress
Citizens are increasingly being engaged and invited to join in the processes of city planning,
e.g. decisions on what improvements to spend money on (e.g. Helsinki) and re-design of
residential streets (e.g. the Netherlands). The result can be a more sustainable and livable
urban environment
A rich, upper class lives in skyscrapers, using flying taxis (helicopters) for transport while
workers live and work in terrible conditions on the ground. A two-class society is also be
reflected in mobility patterns
Due to the pandemic local and global movements decreased leading towards a greater
dispersion and segregation potentially widening the gap of inequality. The result of increasing
inequality has been a rise in anger, nationalism, and drift away from the cooperative
international framework. Segregation reduces empathy and will lead towards a stronger
polarization of the society.
Right now an apparent immediate effect of the pandemics, but may be here to stay
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Dimension

Trends and Signals
Emerging awareness of the wide
range of safety and security threats
Questioning the speed “mantra”

Description
As new transport modes and services will be interconnected, it will be important to consider
how they can be safely integrated into the transport system, and vulnerable users can be
protected.
Moving from A to B entails other dimensions than time savings: people realise they can enjoy
the trip per se (aesthetics, comfort) and that the best mobility choice is not only driven by
individual time saved but by societal benefits
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EXPLORATORY CONVERSATIONS AND MAIN OUTCOMES

As previously mentioned, the specific focus of REBALANCE on cultural and value-based determinants calls for a trend/signal identification process that goes beyond
the scanning of “traditional” mobility focused sources. Accordingly, a series of exploratory conversations was staged with the involvement of thinkers and experts
that can help delving into the deeper roots of mobility culture. The main purpose of these exploratory conversations was to validate and, most importantly, extend
the scope and complement the trends and signals collected and classified in the initial horizon scanning step. In order to ensure good thematic coverage and
consistency across conversations, each session followed an indicative script that was shared and agreed with the discussants beforehand. The indicative scripts
are provided in Annex.
The invited discussants contributed to the unveiling and characterizing of the philosophical and cultural backdrop against which mobility culture is shaped. These
experts assisted REBALANCE to gain insight into possible future issues by digging into the current narrative associated to each topic and debating on whether
there are any robust change factors that can help predict which direction or development will be favoured in the long term. Thus, REBALANCE aims to explore
how our values, beliefs and aspirations will affect the development of each mobility topic or, conversely, how technological progress and expected developments
will question our ingrained values and beliefs, and prompt cultural change.
The “Explorative conversations on the Mobility of the Future” were centred on five main themes, which are key in defining our future mobility:
1. Automated vehicles
2. Digitalisation
3. Towards greener transport choices
4. The future role of the car

5. Living, working and shopping patterns

TABLE2: Trends and Signal from the explorative conversations
Dimension

Lifestyles

Trends and Signals

Description

P

Scepticism towards new
technologies by the elder or
the poorer

Scepticism to adopt new technologies because of lack of experience,
knowledge or purchasing power. Even if people are at the centre of
new technological advances, the digital gap will not disappear.

x

As fast as possible

Companies abandon JIT to deliver as fast as possible. The focus is
shifted from other companies to consumers.

X

Raising awareness of the
sharing of personal data

Privacy issues with personal data and sharing technologies are on the
rise. People tend to show little confidence in mobility apps. This could
lead to having no data publicly available for innovation and research.
Data are needed by operators and planners, which become in turn a
matter of public interest. Personal data will be shared if asked in a
smart way, but there will also be more use awareness.

X

Long impact of Covid-19 on
the value of personal time

We revaluated the value of personal time, we slowed down. We have
rethought our priorities. Covid-19 helped realise that technology is an
enabler

X

Digitalisation as a mean
and sustainability as a goal

It is not yet reflected in reality. Change behaviours with education,
training (raising awareness), then digitalisation comes last.
Understanding the stakes/awareness.

x
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Dimension

Travel habits

Modal choices

Vehicles and
systems

Trends and Signals

Description

P

E

S

Change on the value of
travel time

New perceptions on the value of travel time could mean less
commuting time but it also reduces when using ICT. However, value
of time is rooted in efficiency. People will travel more when
commuting. Concept of usable time

X

Cycling embracement

Cycling is embraced because of efficiency (and socialisation) and not
environment conscience. However, local benefits are overshadowed
by global externalities (cyclists make more long distance travels).
Safe spaces are needed to allow people (who are willing) to switch
from cars to bicycles. Every bicycle creates space.

X

Women as indicator of
transport service quality

Transport and public spaces should be evaluated through women's
involvement and the services provided

X

Active mobility for the
privileged

Active mobility consolidates among upper middle class men, but not
so much within the majority. It also brings lots of externalities.
Walking for socialisation is only possible in safe environments

X

Industry push towards
electric vehicles

Industrial giants push towards allegedly sustainable modes that are
not so new. Transition to electricity is being forced by coercion, not
by awareness. Mobility systems have an immense resilience and
capability of incorporating critique.
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Trends and Signals

Description

P

The European automotive
industry conveys a
message of car dependency
for economic and safety
reasons

Powerful automotive industries in some countries (Germany, Italy)
convey a message of car dependency, much more than real
necessity. Changes are easier in countries without a car industry
(The Netherlands, Denmark) where national pride is not an element
of the equation. Safety and self-protection discourses, cars fit in.
Subsidies and internalisation (of external costs and benefits)

Car ownership on the rise

Car ownership has been legitimated by Covid-19 in the sense of selfprotection. World sales have increased. The car is part of one’s
personality, showing the real economic cost and impact will not
change anything. Give immediate feedback on your behaviour does
have an effect. Costs do not steer behaviour because they are
indirect and invisible. Possession has its own value. Ownership will be
more determinant than electric or autonomous. Young people are
becoming more conservative, could become more attached to cars
and car ownership

Rejection of AV

Rejection to AV not related to fear of innovation but to the
impossibility to reproduce human thinking and moral decisions that
leads to not having confidence in the machine.
AV in public transport is OK but in private transport is not OK
because of different perceptions. The most important trip one person
does is associated to emotion/pleasure. Trust is key for adopting new
technologies.
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Trends and Signals

Description

P

E

S

15-minute city projects

More and more European cities are debating new multimodal,
multicentre approaches. The Dutch model with small cities connected
is being explored. Polycentric cities as a way to reduce transport
injustice (and increase efficiency?)

X

x

Car-free cities

Cities are the place to start implementing alternatives to classical
transport and mobility. Big cities are more into it. Politicians (and the
electoral agenda) are one of the main barriers for car-free cities.
Concentrate on the progressive part of big cities to support change.

X

x

Free but oppressed

Europeans are essentially free but many feel oppressed. Western
societies do not accept restrictions well. The vast majority of the
population accepted Covid-19 restrictions, but not in other cases.
Need to be open to address taboos like speed limits, driving licences
renewal of elder people. Indirect measures to reduce traffic or
pollution (price, parking...) could work but will not lead to structural
changes. Freedom is just economic freedom

x

X

Remote technologies
impact on socialisation,
creativity and new projects

We are not in control when entangled with different technologies.
Diversity of options (e.g. opt-in & opt-out). Social inclusion will not
come by sharing. Socialisation (conviviality) thanks to AV goes with
many question marks (gender, age gap).

The city vision

Social interaction
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Trends and Signals

Description

P

Citizens demand
transparency and active
roles in the decision-making
process

Regime change is necessary to change the ‘details’ (environment,
mobility…). New regime less based on command-control and more
based on collaboration-moral economy. Transition organised with the
people (from legal norms to social norms). Paradigm change is
extremely slow. Top-down is the enemy (totalitarian paradigm).
People make rational choices and change behaviours when given
enough information. Presentation to the public of possible options
(data, conclusions…). Change will not be fast, but resistance can
grow quickly. Regulation comes too early (kills innovation) or too late
(monsters surge).

Generation gap of needs
and wishes

Differences of needs and wishes between generations. Differences
between manual and intellectual work. The risk of taking bourgeois
perspectives when addressing social problems. Possible divide in
society between commuters and non-commuters.

Social demands for services
for all

Services must be guaranteed for the majority and not just for the
elite. Group needs and diversity needs. Redefine efficiency from
economic to welfare of society. Inequalities: awareness of transport
injustice related to density vs sprawl. Education to give information
and awareness. Inclusion comes before digitalisation and not
because of it.
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Dimension

Trends and Signals

Description

P

Environmental
consciousness vs imaginary

Inequalities hidden by the environmental imaginary (new
technologies do not solve all problems and create new ones).
Inequalities and (how they relate to) active travel.
Environmental consciousness and sustainability, especially by the
young. The need to be aware of technology, ingrained in society. The
need to be aware of the common good, not as a synonym of
reduction of freedom. Social sustainability, economic sustainability
and environment sustainability (top-down, awareness campaigns,
nuances)
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FROM TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY TRENDS TO CULTURAL AND VALUE
DRIVERS

As previously noted, trends and signals identified through the horizon scanning - and
complemented with the insights gathered in the exploratory conversations – can vary
in terms of:



The scale and scope of the phenomenon they describe
The extent to which they explicitly point at (possible) changes in value and
cultural tenets

In order to effectively pave the way towards the identification of a usable set of drivers,
Table 3 below presents a consolidated list of trends/signals where each of them is
further characterised in terms of their meaningfulness for - and relevance to - cultural
tenets and underlying values.

TABLE3: Consolidated list of trends/signals characterised in terms of meaningfulness for/relevance to cultural tenets and underlying values.
Trends and Signals
Urban exodus, younger generations get away from cities

Lifestyles

Travel
habits

Modal
choices

Relevance to culture and values
Fleeing from unsustainable urban life/pace
Back to nature
Quality of life more important than efficiency
Changing definition of comfort and convenience
Flexibility/adaptability as a positive value
Appearance prevails
Changing definition of comfort and convenience

Polytopic living is accelerating
Flexible remote work is on the rise
Business and lack of leisure time become a status symbol
Consumption and shopping patterns are in continuous evolution
Increasing awareness of the environmental impact of transport influences
Priority to sustainability (awareness)
decisions of customers to buy locally
Increasing inequalities
Scepticism towards new technologies by the elder or the poorer
Widening Digital gap
As fast as possible
Changing perception of the value of (individual) time
Increased concerns about personal privacy and security
Raising awareness of the sharing of personal data
Individual contribution to common interests
Long impact of Covid on the value of personal time
Changing perception of the value of (individual) time
Increased reliance on virtual solutions
Digitalisation as a mean and sustainability as a goal
Education as a tool for cultural change
Reductions in daily mobility and long-distance domestic travel are observed
Increased reliance on virtual solutions
among the young
Priority to environmental sustainability (awareness)
Leisure travel remains high-carbon
Leisure travel is booming after the pandemic
Business travel is in structural decline
Change on the value of travel time
Usage of bikes as means of transport is growing significantly due to the
pandemic
People is expected to use (e)scooters more frequently
The use of public transportation is declining due to the pandemic

Mobility as a privilege
Flexibility/adaptability as a positive value
Changing perception of the value of (individual) time
Changing definition of comfort and convenience
Sustainable and healthier urban life
Changing definition of comfort and convenience
Sustainable and healthier urban life
Safety at the top
Emergence of the notion of "useful mobility"

The role of the car is changing
Night trains make a comeback across Europe
Cycling embracement
Women as indicator of transport service quality
Active mobility for the privileged
New mobility services are on the rise
Vehicles
and
systems

Electrification, connection and automation are the priority for industry players
IoT and V2X play a crucial role in the transport system
Airline companies become green concerned
Towards a ban of domestic flights where an alternative train route exists
Towards autonomous train systems and new generation of high-speed rail
(Maglev and Hyperloop)
Industry push towards electric vehicles

Vehicles
and
systems

The European automotive industry conveys a message of car dependency for
economic and safety reasons
Car ownership on the rise

Less attention to status symbols, priority to sustainability (awareness)
Substance (functionality, sustainability) prevails over appearance
Quality of life more important than efficiency
Changing definition of comfort and convenience
Less attention to status symbols, priority to sustainability (awareness)
Substance (functionality, sustainability) prevails over appearance
Sustainable and healthier urban life
Feminist and gender approaches
Mobility injustice
Mobility injustice
Sustainable and healthier urban life
Increased value attached to comfort, sustainability, health as opposed to
efficiency
Love of car and perception of freedom and privacy associated to the car-centred
culture prevail, even when not privately owned
Efficiency and technology at the top
Safety at the top
Priority to sustainability (awareness)
Functionality prevails over appearance
Sustainable and healthier life
Efficiency and technology at the top
Love of car and perception of freedom
Status symbol
Love of car and perception of freedom
Status symbol
Increased concerns about personal health and security
Love of car and perception of freedom
Status symbol
Increased concerns about personal health and security
Direct information and feedback on economic costs, impacts and externalities
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Distrust in AI
Fear of loss of control
Pleasure of driving
Urban space is being reclaimed for pedestrian and other soft activities (not only Quality of life
transport)
Changing the common vision of the city
“Density” is reconsidered as a robust urban efficiency criterion/dogma
Low rise urban landscapes valued for better aesthetics, access to natural light
Citizen are increseingly involved in urban design, especially residential
Increasing citizens' aspiration to play an active role
neighborhoods
Dystopian cityscapes and mobility concepts are used as the basis for urban
planning
Changing the common vision of the city
Sustainable and healthier urban life
Quality of life
15-minute city projects
Conviviality and social life
Changing the common vision of the city
Changing definition of comfort and convenience
Sustainable and healthier urban life
Car-free cities
Changing the common vision of the city
Changing definition of comfort and convenience
Widening inequality gap
Increasing inequalities and mobility injustice
Fear/Avoidance of crowded places
Increased concerns about health safety
Emerging awareness of the wide range of safety and security threats
Increased concerns about personal privacy and security
Increased value attached to comfort, sustainability, as opposed to efficiency
Questioning the speed “mantra”
Changing perception of the value of (individual) time
Individualism
Rights are taken for granted, obligations are despised
Free but oppressed
Increased concerns about personal privacy and security
Direct information and feedback on economic costs, impacts and externalities
Increased reliance on virtual solutions
Remote technologies impact on socialisation, creativity and new projects
Virtual substitution of reality
Increasing citizens' aspiration to play an active role
Citizens demand transparency and active roles in the decision-making process
Cherished democracy
Rejection to AV

The city
vision

Social
interaction
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Generation gap of needs and wishes
Social demands for services for all
Environmental consciousness vs imaginary

Mobility injustice
Increasing inequality
Mobility injustice
Education as a tool for cultural change
Collective protection of the common good
Environmental awareness
Wider concept of sustainability
Protection of the common good
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The ultimate goal of the extended horizon scanning described above was to devise a
list of drivers from which to further select a shorter list of critical uncertainties that can
be used to define the REBALANCE scenario space.
In line with the specific ambition of the project, and as opposed to what can be found
in previous transport foresight exercises, the REBALANCE drivers must be explicitly
related to culture and value changes.
Accordingly, the long list of drivers presented in Table 3 above was further elaborated.
Trends and signals were thus clustered around a shorter list of individual and collective
aspirations, reflecting alternative philosophical views, ethical priorities and diverse
cultural inheritance.
Table 4 below presents the outcome of this further elaboration
Table 4: Clustering of trends and signals
Values and beliefs reflected in trends
Attitude
and signals
towards…
Fleeing from unsustainable urban
life/pace
Living
Back to nature
environment
Virtual substitution of reality
Quality of life more important than
efficiency
Changing definition of comfort and
convenience
Life’s steering
Increased acceptance of limiting
principle
conviviality opportunities
Increased value attached to comfort,
sustainability, as opposed to
efficiency
Increasing citizens' aspiration to play
an active role
Empowerment
Shifting the focus from the
preciousness and scarcity of goods to
the preciousness and scarcity of
individuals.
Increased reliance on virtual
solutions
Technoscientific
society
Distrust in AI
Emergence of the notion of "useful
mobility"
Flexibility/adaptability as a positive
value
Changing perception of the value of
(individual) time
Mobility injustice
Increasing inequalities and mobility
injustice
Feminist and gender approaches
Widening Digital gap

Useful mobility

Equity

Range of variation
Back to nature
Vs
Urban action

Quality of life,
comfort,
conviviality
Vs
Efficiency

Individual and
collective
empowerment
Vs
“Go with the flow”
Trust in
technology
Vs
Fear of innovation
Moving only when
necessary
Vs
Moving as much
as possible
Reducing
inequalities as a
priority goal
Vs
Mobility as a
privilege

Values and beliefs reflected in trends
and signals
Low rise urban landscapes valued for
better aesthetics, access to natural
light
Changing the common vision of the
city
Less attention to status symbols,
priority to sustainability (awareness);
functionality prevails over
appearance
Safety at the top
Increased concerns about health
safety

Increased concerns about personal
privacy and security
Individual contribution to common
interests
Love of car and perception of
freedom and privacy associated to
the car-centred culture prevail, even
when not privately owned
Pleasure of driving
Status symbol
Citizens’ democratic and participatory
aspirations
Collective protection of the common
good
Radical individualism, repudiation of
norms and obligations
Education as a tool for cultural
change
Direct information and feedback on
economic costs, impacts and
externalities

Attitude
towards…

Urban
liveability

Safety
perspective

Privacy
concerns

Car-based
culture

Range of variation
Environmental
sustainability as
the priority
Vs
Dense and
efficient urban
fabric
Safety as a
collective, societal
priority
Vs
Safety as a
marginal concern
Privacy protection
as a priority
Vs
Acceptance of
privacy limitations
Unsustainability of
car-based culture
vs
Individual car as
the superior
option to ensure
freedom

Participation

Participatory
governance
Vs
Radical
individualism

Sustainability
transition

Cultural change
Vs
Market-driven
actions

Disclaimer: The sole responsibility for the content of this document lies with the
authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union. The
European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the
information contained therein.
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